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ABSTRACT
The quenching “maintenance” and related “cooling flow” problems are important in galax-
ies from Milky Way mass through clusters. We investigate this in halos with masses ∼
1012 − 1014M, using non-cosmological high-resolution hydrodynamic simulations with
the FIRE-2 (Feedback In Realistic Environments) stellar feedback model. We specifically
focus on physics present without AGN, and show that various proposed “non-AGN” solu-
tion mechanisms in the literature, including Type Ia supernovae, shocked AGB winds, other
forms of stellar feedback (e.g. cosmic rays), magnetic fields, Spitzer-Braginskii conduction,
or “morphological quenching” do not halt or substantially reduce cooling flows nor maintain
“quenched” galaxies in this mass range. We show that stellar feedback (including cosmic rays
from SNe) alters the balance of cold/warm gas and the rate at which the cooled gas within
the galaxy turns into stars, but not the net baryonic inflow. If anything, outflowing metals
and dense gas promote additional cooling. Conduction is important only in the most massive
halos, as expected, but even at ∼ 1014M reduces inflow only by a factor ∼ 2 (owing to sat-
uration effects and anisotropic suppression). Changing the morphology of the galaxies only
slightly alters their Toomre-Q parameter, and has no effect on cooling (as expected), so has
essentially no effect on cooling flows or maintaining quenching. This all supports the idea that
additional physics, e.g., AGN feedback, must be important in massive galaxies.
Key words: methods: numerical — MHD — galaxy:evolution — ISM: structure — ISM:
jets and outflows
1 INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the biggest unsolved question in galaxy formation is what
explains the “quenching”1 of star formation and maintenance of
“red and dead” galaxy populations over a large fraction of cos-
mic time (Bell et al. 2003; Kauffmann et al. 2003; Madgwick
et al. 2003; Baldry et al. 2004; Blanton et al. 2005; Dekel & Birn-
boim 2006; Keresˇ et al. 2009; Pozzetti et al. 2010; Wetzel et al.
2012), at stellar masses & 3 − 5 × 1010 M (above ∼ L∗ in
the galaxy luminosity function at z ≈ 0). This is closely related
to the classic “cooling flow problem”: X-ray observations show
? E-mail: ksu@caltech.edu
1 Throughout this paper, when we refer to “quenching” and red galaxies,
we exclusively refer to central galaxies, as opposed to satellite galaxies
which can be quenched by a variety of environmental processes (e.g. ram
pressure and tidal stripping, starvation, strangulation, etc.).
there exists significant radiative cooling of hot gas in massive el-
lipticals and clusters with cool-core, indicating cooling times much
less than a Hubble time (Fabian et al. 1994; Peterson & Fabian
2006). Comparing with the inferred cooling flows (reaching up to
∼ 1000 M yr−1 in clusters McDonald et al. 2018), there are nei-
ther sufficient amounts of cold gas (in observed HI, e.g. McDonald
et al. 2011, or CO, Werner et al. 2013), or sufficient star formation
rates (SFRs; Tamura et al. 2001; O’Dea et al. 2008; Rafferty et al.
2008), to account for the rapidly-cooling gas (see also Silk 1976;
Cowie & Binney 1977; Mathews & Bregman 1978; Ciotti et al.
1991; Fabian 1994 for the “classical” cooling flow case). Simula-
tions and semi-analytic models which do not suppress these cooling
flows, and simply allow the material to cool into galaxies, typically
over-produce the observed star formation rates of massive galax-
ies by at least an order of magnitude (for recent examples, see e.g.
the weak/no feedback runs in Sijacki et al. 2007; Booth & Schaye
2009; Choi et al. 2015; Li et al. 2015).
© 2017 The Authors
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To compensate for the observed cooling, there must be some
sort of heat source or pressure support. The presence of the shock
heated hot-halo can help feedback mechanisms and quench galax-
ies (e.g. Keresˇ et al. 2005). However the hot halo itself does not
prevent later gas cooling from the cooling flows. The most popular,
and perhaps promising, solution is “feedback” from an active galac-
tic nucleus (AGN) which can both expel gas from galaxies (shut-
ting down star formation) and inject heat or stirring in the circum-
galactic medium (CGM) or intra-cluster medium (ICM), preventing
new gas accretion (for recent studies see also e.g Faucher-Gigue`re
& Quataert 2012; Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017a; Li et al. 2017; Mar-
tizzi et al. 2018; Li et al. 2018; Gaspari & Sa¸dowski 2017; Wein-
berger et al. 2018; Eisenreich et al. 2017; Pellegrini et al. 2018;
Yoon et al. 2018; see e.g. Silk & Rees 1998; Fabian 1999; Ciotti
& Ostriker 2001; Hopkins et al. 2005, 2006; Croton et al. 2006;
McNamara & Nulsen 2007 for earlier works). However, despite its
plausibility, the detailed physics of AGN feedback (e.g. what de-
termines jet energetics and how they transfer energy into the ICM)
remains uncertain, as do the relevant “input parameters” (e.g. ki-
netic luminosities, duty cycles).
Perhaps as a result, a variety of “non-AGN” mechanisms to
quench galaxies and keep them red have been proposed in the litera-
ture. These generally invoked physics are un-ambiguously present,
but play an uncertain role in quenching and the cooling flow prob-
lem, including: stellar feedback from shock-heated AGB winds,
Type Ia supernovae (SNe), or SNe-injected cosmic rays (CRs);
magnetic fields and thermal conduction in the CGM/IGM; or “mor-
phological quenching” via altering the galaxy morphology and
gravitational stability properties. Our focus in this paper is there-
fore to attempt a systematic theoretical study of these possibilities,
without considering AGN.
This is important for several reasons: if one (or more) of these
mechanisms can, indeed, quench galaxies, this is critical to under-
stand! Even if they do not quench galaxies, they could, in princi-
ple, “help” by suppressing cooling or star formation (lessening “re-
quirements” for AGN). And although many previous studies have
claimed AGN feedback is “necessary” to explain quenching (see
e.g. Ciotti et al. 1991; Khalatyan et al. 2008; McNamara & Nulsen
2007; Conroy & Ostriker 2008; Taylor & Kobayashi 2015, in addi-
tion to the references above), almost all studies of AGN feedback
to date have neglected some or all of these additional processes
(often treating e.g. stellar feedback in a highly simplified, sub-grid
manner). Therefore it is important to understand whether they al-
ter the “initial conditions” (e.g. typical CGM properties, cooling
rates, etc) for AGN feedback. We hope that by studying the “over-
cooling problem” in global simulations with higher resolution and
more detailed physical treatments of the multi-phase ISM and stel-
lar feedback, we can better understand where and how AGN or
other feedback, if indeed necessary, must act.
In § 2 we summarize the physics considered here, and describe
our numerical simulations. Results are presented in § 3. We then
discuss the effects of each of these physics in turn, in § 4.
2 METHODOLOGY
Our simulations use GIZMO (Hopkins 2015) 2, in its meshless
finite mass (MFM) mode, which is a Lagrangian mesh-free Go-
2 A public version of this code is available at
http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/∼phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html.
dunov method, capturing advantages of grid-based and smoothed-
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) methods. Numerical implementa-
tion details and extensive tests are presented in a series of methods
papers for e.g. the hydrodynamics and self-gravity (Hopkins 2015),
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD; Hopkins & Raives 2016; Hopkins
2016), anisotropic conduction and viscosity (Hopkins 2017; Su
et al. 2017), and cosmic rays (Chan et al., in prep.).
Our default simulations use the FIRE-2 implementation of the
Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE) physical treatments of
the ISM and stellar feedback, details of which are given in Hop-
kins et al. (2018b,a) along with extensive numerical tests. This
follows cooling from 10 − 1010K, including the effects of photo-
electric and photo-ionization heating by a UV background Faucher-
Gigue`re et al. (2009) and local source, collisional, Compton, fine
structure, recombination, atomic, and molecular cooling. Star for-
mation is allowed only in gas that is molecular, self-shielding, lo-
cally self-gravitating (Hopkins et al. 2013), and above a density
n > 100 cm−3. Star particles, once formed, are treated as a single
stellar population with metallicity inherited from their parent gas
at formation. All feedback rates (SNe and mass-loss rates, spec-
tra, etc.) and strengths are IMF-averaged values calculated from
STARBURST99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) with a Kroupa (2002) IMF.
The feedback model includes: (1) Radiative feedback including
photo-ionization and photo-electric heating, as well as single and
multiple-scattering radiation pressure tracked in five bands (ion-
izing, FUV, NUV, optical-NIR, IR). (2) Stellar particles continu-
ously lose mass and inject mass, metals, energy, and momentum
in the form of OB and AGB winds. (3) Type II and Ia SNe happen
stochastically according to the rate mentioned above. Once they oc-
cur, the stellar particles lose mass and inject the appropriate mass,
metal, momentum and energy to the surrounding gas.
2.1 Physics Surveyed
2.1.1 Stellar Feedback: Young/Massive Stars
Feedback from massive stars is un-ambiguously crucial to galaxy
evolution. In the last decade, with progress in modeling stellar feed-
back, simulations of. L∗ galaxies (see e.g. Governato et al. 2007;
Ceverino & Klypin 2009; Uhlig et al. 2012a; Hopkins et al. 2011,
2012a,b; Muratov et al. 2015; Agertz & Kravtsov 2016; Hu et al.
2016; Kim et al. 2014) are now able to produce reasonably realistic
galaxy populations, without the runaway collapse and star forma-
tion that occurs absent feedback. However in these (mostly star-
forming) lower-mass galaxies, feedback is dominated by young,
massive stars (e.g. radiation and OB winds from massive stars,
Type-II SNe). Given the observed low specific star formation rates
(SSFRs) in quenched systems (e.g. . 10−11 yr−1 for 1014M ha-
los; Weinmann et al. 2006; Woo et al. 2013; Kravtsov et al. 2018),
the number of massive stars is very low, so it seems unlikely this
can maintain a quenched galaxy without (paradoxically) a much
larger SFR. But these physics must be present whenever star for-
mation does occur, so we include them with the methods described
above.
2.1.2 Stellar Feedback: SNe Ia
At the observed low SSFRs of massive (quenched) galaxies, the
SNe Ia rate (including both prompt and delayed populations) is
much larger than the core-collapse rate, giving a time-averaged
energy-injection rate ∼ 1041.5 erg s−1 (M∗/1011 ), which can
be comparable to the cooling rates in some systems. Since these
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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come from old populations, and are distributed smoothly in space
and time, it has been proposed that they could be an important
CGM/ICM heating mechanism (e.g. Tang & Wang 2005; Tang
et al. 2009; Sharma et al. 2012, and references therein). We include
Ia’s following the FIRE-2 method described above, using with the
rates from Mannucci et al. (2006) (including both the prompt and
delayed components), assuming 1051 erg per event. Note that al-
though there has been considerable debate about Ia rates, it has
focused on the prompt component, which is unimportant for our
conclusions.
2.1.3 Stellar Feedback: AGB Winds
AGB winds from old stellar populations return a significant fraction
of the stellar mass, but have low launch velocities∼ 10 km s−1 and
correspondingly negligible kinetic luminosities. However, Conroy
et al. (2015) note that if the AGB stars are moving through the am-
bient gas medium with large velocity dispersions & 300 km s−1,
the kinetic luminosities and post-shock temperatures are greatly el-
evated in the wind bow shocks, and this can suppress cooling and
inject energy well above the Ia rate. Crucially, our default FIRE-2
models account in detail for the relative star-gas velocity when in-
jecting stellar mass loss of any kind (AGB or OB winds or SNe), in
an exactly conservative manner, as described and tested in Hopkins
et al. (2018a).
2.1.4 Magnetic Fields, Conduction & Viscosity
Magnetic fields can, in principle, directly suppress cooling flows
via providing additional pressure support (Soker & Sarazin 1990;
Beck et al. 1996, 2012), although they have limited effects on
global star formation properties of sub-L∗ galaxies (Su et al. 2017).
They can also non-linearly influence essentially all the gas dynam-
ics.
Thermal conduction can carry heat from the outer parts of hot
halos into cool inner cores, and so might serve as an important heat-
ing mechanism (Binney & Cowie 1981; Tucker & Rosner 1983;
Voigt et al. 2002; Fabian et al. 2002; Zakamska & Narayan 2003;
Kim & Narayan 2003; Voigt & Fabian 2004; Dolag et al. 2004;
Pope et al. 2006; Voit 2011; Wagh et al. 2014). However under the
conditions in the CGM/ICM, this cannot be considered in the ab-
sence of MHD, as the conduction is highly anisotropic. Convective
instabilities driven by anisotropic (Spitzer-Braginskii) conduction
(Spitzer & Ha¨rm 1953; Sarazin 1988; Zakamska & Narayan 2003;
ZuHone et al. 2015; Kannan et al. 2016) along magnetic field lines,
including the heat-flux-driven buoyancy instability (HBI; Quataert
2008; Parrish & Quataert 2008) and the magnetothermal instability
(MTI; Balbus 2000; Parrish et al. 2008), may further change the
magnetic configuration and conduction time scale (Parrish et al.
2009) or even drive turbulence and provide extra pressure support
or mixing (Parrish et al. 2012). It is also been argued that conduc-
tion can help AGN feedback quench galaxies more effectively (e.g.
Kannan et al. 2017).
We therefore consider a set of additional fluid “microphysics”
runs, with ideal MHD and physical (temperature-dependent, fully-
anisotropic) Spitzer-Braginskii conduction and viscosity (we as-
sume the perpendicular transport coefficients are vanishingly
small). The implementation is identical to Su et al. (2017).
2.1.5 Cosmic Rays (not from AGN)
Cosmic rays (CRs) can provide additional pressure support to
gas, drive galactic outflows, and heat the CGM/ICM directly via
hadronic and streaming losses (Guo & Oh 2008; Sharma et al.
2010; Enßlin et al. 2011; Fujita & Ohira 2011; Wiener et al. 2013;
Fujita et al. 2013; Ruszkowski et al. 2017a,b; Pfrommer 2013;
Pfrommer et al. 2017a; Jacob & Pfrommer 2017a,b; Jacob et al.
2018). As a result several of the studies above suggest they can
help quench star formation; however this is usually in the context of
CRs from AGN. Here we wish to explore non-AGN mechanisms,
so we consider simulations adopting the CR physics and numer-
ical implementation described in (Chan et al., in prep.). This CR
treatment includes including streaming (at the local Alfve´n speed
or sound speed, whichever is larger, vst ∼
√
v2Alf + v
2
c , with the
appropriate streaming loss term, which thermalizes, following Uh-
lig et al. 2012b), diffusion (with a fixed diffusivity κcr), adiabatic
energy exchange with the gas and cosmic ray pressure in the gas
equation of motion, and hadronic and Coulomb losses (following
Guo & Oh 2008). We follow a single energy bin (i.e. GeV CRs,
which dominate the pressure), treated in the ultra-relativistic limit.
Streaming and diffusion are fully-anisotropic along field lines. CRs
are injected in SNe (a fixed fraction cr = 0.1 of each SNe energy
goes into CRs; see e.g. Pfrommer et al. 2017a,b). In Chan et al.
(in prep.), we show that matching observed γ-ray luminosities, in
simulations with the physics above requires κcr ∼ 1029 cm2 s−1
(in good agreement with detailed CR transport models that include
an extended gaseous halo around the Galaxy, (see e.g. Strong &
Moskalenko 1998; Strong et al. 2010; Trotta et al. 2011), so we
adopt this as our fiducial value, but discuss variations below.
We note that in addition to SNe shocks, the other major non-
AGN source of CRs of interest here is shocks from cosmological
large scale structure (LSS) formation/accretion. Since our simula-
tions are not fully-cosmological, this is not directly accounted for.
3
2.1.6 Morphological Quenching
Finally, Martig et al. (2009) and Dekel et al. (2009) described a
scenario they referred to as “morphological quenching,” whereby
quenching could be accomplished (SF suppressed) simply by alter-
ing a galaxy’s morphology. Specifically they argued that turning a
stellar disk into a more gravitationally stable spheroid would raise
the Toomre-Q and stabilize the gas against fragmentation/star for-
mation. This involves no new physics beyond those above (our sim-
ulations easily resolve Q and the vertical scale-heights and gravita-
tional fragmentation of the cold gaseous disks), but rather different
galaxy initial conditions given the same halo properties.
2.2 Initial conditions
It is important to note that the over-cooling problem exists over
several orders of magnitude in halo mass, not just at ∼ L∗ where
most galaxies first quench, or in massive clusters where the classi-
cal “cooling flow problem” is defined. We therefore consider three
fiducial initial conditions (ICs), with halo masses of 1.5 × 1012
(m12), 1013 (m13) and 8.5 × 1013M (m14), respectively. The
DM halo, stellar bulge, stellar disc are set following Springel &
3 We implicitly effectively model this in the CR energy density in our ini-
tial conditions by assuming equipartition with magnetic energy
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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White (1999). We assume a spherical, isotropic, NFW (Navarro
et al. 1996) profile dark matter halo (scale lengths (20.4, 93, 218.5)
kpc), and Hernquist (1990) profile stellar bulge (scale lengths (1,
2.8, 3.9) kpc). We also assume exponential, rotation-supported gas
and stellar disks (scale lengths (6, 2.8, 3.9) kpc and (3, 2.8, 3.9)
kpc, respectively; scale-height (0.3, 1, 1.4) kpc for both, gas tem-
peratures initialized to pressure equilibrium Springel 2000), and an
extended spherical, hydrostatic gas halo with a beta profile (scale-
radius (20.4, 9.3, 21.85) kpc and β = (0.5, 0.43, 0.5)). 4 All the
initial conditions except the m13 case are run adiabatically (no
feedback, no cooling) for at least 50 Myr before putting into use, to
ensure stability. 5 The properties are summarized in Table 1. In the
m12 cases, we explicitly test the effect of different stellar morphol-
ogy on the cooling, so besides the fiducial (disc-dominated) m12
IC, we also construct bulge-dominated and gas-disk-free ICs (m12
Bulge and m12 Bulge-NoGD).
The initial conditions are set up to be similar to typical
cooling-core systems observed, insofar as this is possible. For ex-
ample, m12 is a Milky Way-mass galaxy, where the hot gas halo,
roughly follows the observed Milky Way profile estimated in Miller
& Bregman (2013, 2015) and Gupta et al. (2017), except that we as-
sume a universal baryonic fraction (0.16) inside twice the virial ra-
dius (we do not allow for missing baryons as suggested in the afore-
mentioned papers). It is possible that the solution to over-cooling
involves expulsion of a large fraction of the Universal baryonic
mass; however our intention here is to see if this does occur, not to
put it in “by hand” (moreover, direct observations indicate the full
baryon content does exist within similar radii, in external systems,
see Planck Collaboration et al. 2013; Greco et al. 2015; Lim et al.
2017). Our m13 is the elliptical galaxy (Ell) in Su et al. (2017)6
The mass and radial distribution of gas, stars and dark mater are
consistent with the observations of similar-mass halos compiled in
Humphrey et al. (2012b) and Anderson et al. (2016) . Our m14 is
initialized as as cool core cluster, with a massive central elliptical
galaxy, by design. The halo properties and profiles are consistent
with typical observed systems of the same mass (Humphrey et al.
2012a; Humphrey & Buote 2013; Su et al. 2013, 2015)
The comparison of the X-ray luminosity of our halo to the
observations is plotted in the X-ray luminosity - halo mass plane
in Fig. 1.7 The luminosity is calculated using the same method in
Ressler et al. (2018), in which the cooling curve is calculated for the
photospheric solar abundances (Lodders 2003), using the spectral
analysis code SPEX (Kaastra et al. 1996) in the same way of Schure
et al. (2009) and scaled according to the local hydrogen, helium,
and metal mass fractions. All our initial conditions have cooling
luminosity within the scatter of the observed X-ray luminosity -
4 The hot halo gas rotates at a fix fraction of the circular velocity, which
is twice the DM halo streaming velocity in Springel & White (1999). It is
then ∼ 10− 15% rotation-supported, and ∼ 85− 90% thermal-pressure-
supported.
5 This is necessary for the runs with radially-dependent super-Lagrangian
refinement scheme (m14), but less relevant for the others.
6 There is minor typographical error in the tabulated Ell properties in Su
et al. (2017). The values in Table 1 are correct.
7 The X-ray luminosity in our simulation is measured over 0.5 − 7 keV.
That from Reiprich & Bo¨hringer (2002) and Reiprich & Bo¨hringer (2002)
is from 0.5 − 2.4 keV, while that from Kim & Fabbiano (2013) is mea-
sured from 0.3−8 keV, but these are corrected given their median estimated
spectral slope to the same range we measure. Given that most of the X-ray
emission halo in this mass range in below 2 keV, and we are not trying to
reproduce a specific halo, the comparison here is not particularly sensitive
to this.
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Figure 1. The X-ray luminosity (0.5-7keV) of our initial conditions and
the average luminosity of the last 100 Myr of each run are plotted on the
X-ray luminosity - halo mass plane in comparison to the observations. All
our runs lie reasonably within the scatter of the observed X-ray luminosity
- halo mass relation. In m12, the low halo temperature means the X-ray
luminosity is significantly influenced by SNe heating; in m13 & m14, the
effects of stellar FB on the X-ray luminosity are small (most comes from
the initial hot halo). Magnetic fields and CR feedback have little effect on
the X-ray luminosity.
halo mass relation (Reiprich & Bo¨hringer 2002; Stanek et al. 2006;
Balogh et al. 2006; Kim & Fabbiano 2013; Anderson et al. 2015).
In all runs, unless otherwise noted, the initial metallicity is set
to solar (Z = 0.02) at the core, and drops to Z = 0.001 at larger
radii. 8 The m14 ‘Low Metal’ run is set to Z = 0.001 uniformly.
For runs with magnetic fields, the initial magnetic field strength
of the gas in the core is set to 0.03µG, 0.1µG and 0.3µG for
m12, m13 and m14, respectively (roughly according to m1/2vir ). The
initial field configuration is azimuthal, and decays as a function of
radius.9 For runs with cosmic rays, the initial CR energy density
is set to be in local equipartition with the initial magnetic energy
density, at all positions.
Given that m14 is very massive (with much of the gas mass
in the extended, non-cooling halo at radii ∼Mpc), resolving it
with a uniform gas mass resolution is computationally formidable
and not necessary for the convergence of FIRE stellar feedback.
We therefore adopt a radially-dependent super-Lagrangian refine-
ment scheme in this case: the target gas mass resolution is set to
8000 M inside r < 10 kpc, and increases smoothly ∝ r outside
this radius up to a maximum 2 × 106 M at ∼ 300 kpc. Gas res-
olution elements are automatically merged or split appropriately
if they move inward/outward, to maintain this mass resolution (to
within a factor = 2 tolerance) at all times.
8 The metallicity scales as Z(0.05+0.95/(1+(r/Rc)1.5)), whereRc
is set to (20,10,20) kpc for (m12, m13, m14).
9 Magnetic field strength scales as (1/(1 + (r/Rc)2))β , where Rc =
(20, 10, 20) kpc, and β = (0.375, 1, 0.375) for (m12, m13, m14)
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Most simulations have been rerun with different resolutions,
with the initial mass resolution differing by at least 2 orders of
magnitude. The conclusions are robust in this resolution range, with
resolution studies provided in Appendix A. The list of runs are sum-
marized in Table 2. We note that the m14 runs with the “extended
fluid microphysics” set or cosmic rays are more expensive, and are
therefore run with lower resolution, but within the range where our
results appear robust (see Appendix A).
3 RESULTS
3.1 Gas Masses & Phases in Cores
Fig. 2 plots the baryonic mass within < 30 kpc (M30 kpcbaryon). As gas
cools, this increases, with rate M˙30 kpcbaryon/M yr
−1 ∼ (12, 6, 40)
in (m12,m13,m14): there is a competition at increasing mass be-
tween higher temperatures (lower cooling rates per particle) and
simply larger gas masses available to cool (so this decreases slightly
from m12 to m13, then rises rapidly to m14). This is also partially
because the viral temperature of ‘m13’ is roughly at the minimum
of the cooling curve (a few times 106 K). Gas with T > 106 K is
mostly hot halo gas from the ICs and is replenished (from larger
radius) at small radii as it cools (only a small fraction comes from
stellar feedback) so the “hot” gas mass evolves only weakly. In our
default runs the cold and warm gas mass inside < 30 kpc grows
rapidly as gas cools. In the “NoFB” runs this does not appear only
because that cold/warm gas turns into stars almost immediately (in
∼ 1 local free-fall time); stellar FB slows the cold gas consumption
time to ∼ 1− 2 Gyr.
The “All Micro” and “All+CR” runs are similar to our Default
at lower masses, and produce modest effects at m14-mass, with
conduction lowering cool inflow rates by a factor ∼ 2, and CRs
suppressing SF in cool gas (and building up additional cold gas) by
a similar factor at early times. “AGB” and “SNeIa” (runs using only
these stellar FB mechanisms) are similar to NoFB, indicating most
of the FB comes from massive stars in these runaway-cooling simu-
lations. Our “Low Metal” run suppresses the buildup of cold+warm
gas by a factor ∼ 1.5 − 2, owing to the lack of metal-line cooling
from the hot gas.
3.2 Star Formation Rates
Fig. 3 shows SFRs and sSFRs (averaged in rolling 10 Myr bins):
typical M˙∗ ∼ 2 − 5 M yr−1 in m12 and m13, and ∼ 20 −
40 M yr−1 in m14. In sSFR m12 & m14 have M˙∗/M∗ ∼
10−10 yr−1, m13 ∼ 3 − 5 × 10−11 yr−1: none of is “quenched.”
In fact, in m14, the SFRs and cooling flows are accelerating, in-
dicating development of a stronger cooling flow with time. The
“NoFB” runs have an early, rapid burst, where gas in the initial
core undergoes runaway collapse and SF, until ∼ 100 Myr when
gas depletion in the core lowers the SFR and subsequent SF comes
from gas initially at larger radii, tracking the cooling rate (again, the
only-“AGB” and only-“SNeIa” runs resemble NoFB). The Default,
“All Micro,” and “All+CR” runs initially turn less gas into stars, but
this leads to their preserving a larger gas reservoir as cooling con-
tinues, until eventually the SFRs are similar to “NoFB” (cooling-
regulated). Again, effectively removing metal-line cooling in the
“Low Metal” run reduces cooling and late SFRs by a factor ∼ 2.
Note m13 & m14 are entirely bulge-dominated, but still fea-
ture high sSFRs. In m12 we explicitly test different initial stellar
morphologies: the “Default-Bulge” (bulge-dominated) and “De-
fault” (disk-dominated) runs give similar SFRs (with or without
stellar FB). We also compare “NoFB-Bulge-NoGD,” a run with no
feedback and no gas disk initially, so the only SF can come from
gas cooling from large radius. Even in this case, while the initial
SFR is lower owing to the lack of initial gas supply, the SFR sat-
urates to the same value as the “NoFB” (disk-dominated, with gas
disk) run.
3.3 Cooling Times & Thermal Stability
Fig. 4 shows the cooling time (τc) of gas hotter than 105 K as
a function of radius averaged over the 80-90th Myr since the
beginning of the simulations. Within ∼ (200, 40, 100) kpc in
(m12,m13,m14) cooling times are short compared to the Hubble
time (at large radii temperatures are higher, metallicities and den-
sities lower, so τc rise rapidly). The ratio of cooling time to dy-
namical time (τc/τd) is also shown10. In m12, the halo is not fully
in the “hot mode” given its relatively low virial temperature, so
τc/τd is steady at ∼ 10 at large radii (actually highest in the
core, where τd becomes very short). Here m13 is the “most sta-
ble” case (consistent with its lower sSFR), with τc/τd ∼ 100 from
∼ 5− 100 kpc. The higher density of halo gas in m14’s core gives
τc/τd ∼ 20 within ∼ 50 kpc. Note these all exhibit rapid cooling,
despite τc/τd ∼ 20− 100 being the lowest values in m13 & m14,
compared to the often-quoted critical value of∼ 10 in the literature
(Sharma et al. 2012; Voit et al. 2017). This partly owes to the struc-
ture being much more strongly multi-phase here – the cooling gas
has already cooled out of the thermally-unstable temperature range
(to T < 105 K; not included in Fig. 4), which makes the cooling
rate of the remaining gas here appear longer.
Differences between physics variations are consistent with the
SFR and cool gas mass plots above. Note the “NoFB” runs actually
feature the longest cooling times in the center, as FB injects metals
and dense gas into the hot phase, lowering its cooling time.
3.4 Cooling vs. Energy Input
Fig. 5 compares cooling rates (all cooling channels added) and en-
ergy input rates (adding photo-ionization, photo-electric, cosmic
ray, and the energy input from SNe and winds) within < 30 kpc.
Cooling always exceeds heating. As expected, energy input in our
“Default” run exceeds “NoFB” owing to higher energy input from
e.g. SNe, but “Default” also maintains an even higher cooling rate.
“Low Metal” has a factor ∼ 2 lower cooling rate without metal-
line cooling. Magnetic fields and viscosity produce negligible ef-
fects on their own. Conduction has weak effects here. We quantify
the energy injection from each stellar feedback mechanism:11 SNe
Ia, O/B or AGB winds, and CRs contribute relatively little to total
heating, with core-collapse SNe present (given that our galaxies are
not quenched and have high SFRs). However even the core-collapse
input is only ∼ 1/4− 1/3 of the cooling rate. SNe Ia input ∼ 20x
lower energy compared to core-collapse, and AGB winds produce
a factor ∼ 2− 3x lower energy injection rate compared to Ia’s.
The total X-ray luminosity of each run (in Fig. 1) scales with
the cooling rates, as expected. In m12, the low halo temperature
means the X-ray luminosity is significantly influenced by SNe heat-
ing; in m13 & m14, the effects of stellar FB on the X-ray luminosity
are small (most comes from the initial hot halo) (van de Voort et al.
2016).
10 τc = Ethermal/E˙cool, and τd = (r3/GMenc)1/2.
11 The plotted SNe energy input rate includes 1051erg per event. The plot-
ted stellar wind energy input rate is actually an upper bound, since a relative
velocity between gas and stars is assumed to be 300 km s−1 for purposes of
this post-processing estimate (it is calculated self-consistently in the code).
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Table 1. Simulation properties
Resolution DM halo Stellar Bulge Stellar Disc Gas Disc Gas Halo
Model g mg Mhalo c VMax Mbar Mb a Md rd Mgd rgd Mgh rgh/rdh
(pc) (M) (M) (km/s) (M) (M) (kpc) (M) (kpc) (M) (kpc) (M)
m12 1 8e3 1.5e12 12 174 2.2e11 1.5e10 1 5e10 3 5e9 6 1.5e11 1
m12 Bulge 1 8e3 1.5e12 12 174 2.2e11 6e10 1.6 5e9 1.4 5e9 6 1.5e11 1
m12 Bulge-NoGD 1 8e3 1.5e12 12 174 2.2e11 6e10 1.6 5e9 1.4 5e8 2.8 1.6e11 1
m13 3 5e4 1.0e13 6 240 7.2e11 1e11 2.8 1.4e10 2.8 5e9 2.8 6e11 0.1
m14 MR 1 3e4* 8.5e13 5.5 600 1.52e13 2e11 3.9 2e10 3.9 1e10 3.9 1.5e13 0.1
m14 HR 1 8e3* 8.5e13 5.5 600 1.52e13 2e11 3.9 2e10 3.9 1e10 3.9 1.5e13 0.1
Parameters of the galaxy models studied here (§ 2.2):
(1) Model name. The number following ‘m’ labels the approximate logarithmic halo mass. m12 is a disc dominant halo, while m12 Bulge, m13 and m14 are
bulge-dominant. The run labeled NoGD have an order of magnitude smaller gas disc. (2) g : Gravitational force softening for gas (the softening for gas in all
simulations is adaptive, and matched to the hydrodynamic resolution; here, we quote the minimum Plummer equivalent softening). (3) mg : Gas mass
(resolution element). There is a resolution gradient for m14, so its mg (with *) is the mass of the highest resolution elements. (4) Mhalo: Halo mass. (5) c:
NFW halo concentration. (6) Vmax: Halo maximum circular velocity. (7) Mbar: Total baryonic mass. It is the sum of gas, disc, bulge and stellar mass for
isolated galaxy runs, and the sum of gas and stellar mass in the cosmological runs within 0.1 virial radius. (8) Mb: Bulge mass. (9) a: Bulge scale-length
(Hernquist profile). (10) Md : Stellar disc mass. For CosmoMW and CosmoDwarf runs, this is the total stellar mass within 0.1 virial radius. (11) rd : Stellar
disc scale length (exponential disc). (12) Mgd: Gas disc mass. (13) rgd: Gas disc scale length (exponential disc). (14) Mgh: Gas halo mass. (15) rgh/rdh:
Gas halo scale length (beta profile) over dark matter scale length.
Table 2. List of runs
Model Feedback Microphysics CR
m12
NoFB None Hydro no
Default FIRE 2 Hydro no
All Micro FIRE 2 MHD+Viscosity+Conduction no
Default-Bulge FIRE 2 Hydro no
NoFB-Bulge
FIRE 2 Hydro no
-NoGD
m13
NoFB None Hydro no
Default FIRE 2 Hydro no
All Micro FIRE 2 MHD+Viscosity+Conduction no
m14 HR
NoFB None Hydro no
Default FIRE 2 Hydro no
AGB AGB winds only Hydro no
SNeIa Type Ia SNe only Hydro no
Low Metal FIRE 2 Hydro no
m14 MR
Default FIRE 2 Hydro no
All Micro FIRE 2 MHD+Viscosity+Conduction no
All+CR FIRE 2 MHD+Viscosity+Conduction yes
3.5 Energetic Balance
Fig. 6 compares the specific energy in thermal, magnetic, CR
and turbulent forms averaged over 90-100th Myr.12 Within a few
kpc, turbulent energy dominates (the turbulence is super-sonic and
super-Alfve´nic), consistent with studies of the ISM inside galaxies
(Su et al. 2017, 2018). At larger radii, thermal energy dominates (by
at least∼ 1 dex). Note at very large radii ( 10 kpc), the magnetic
energies are simply dominated by the ICs, since the flow is approx-
imately laminar so the classical global dynamo amplification time
is many orbital times (Gyr). The same is true for the CR, as it
12 Turbulent energies are measured using the method from Su et al. (2017)
which attempts to separate turbulent motion from outflows and non-circular
but bulk orbital motion.
does not have a chance to diffuse or stream to 10 kpc within the
simulation time.
4 DISCUSSION: WHY DON’T WE QUENCH?
Here we briefly discuss why none of the mechanisms in § 2.1 pro-
duces quenching, at any mass we survey.
4.1 Stellar Feedback
4.1.1 Young/Massive Stars
Feedback from massive stars clearly reduces the rate at which gas
within the galaxy turns into stars, self-regulating to a gas consump-
tion time ∼ 1 − 2 dex longer than a case without feedback (bring-
ing it into agreement with the observed Schmidt-Kennicutt relation
Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998), and drives local outflows from the
disk (e.g. Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2013; Hayward & Hopkins 2017;
Orr et al. 2018). However, cooling from the hot halo onto the galaxy
eventually builds up the core gas mass and the SFR runs away.
Stellar feedback fails to suppress cooling in massive halos on
long timescales for three reasons. (1) Even with the elevated (much
higher-than-observed) runaway SFRs, the total energy input from
SNe is ∼ 1/4 − 1/3 of the cooling rate (Fig. 5). (2) The energy
is injected locally in the galaxy core, either as slow-moving (sub-
Vesc) cool gas or fast-but-tenuous hot gas, so is rapidly decelerated
and does not couple outside the cooling radius (e.g. we verify that
outflows in m14 rarely reach past ∼ 20 − 30 kpc; see also Mu-
ratov et al. 2015; Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017b for more detail of
the wind properties and the baryonic cycles in FIRE simulations).
(3) As is commonly seen in galactic fountains (e.g. Silk 2009; Silk
2010; Silk 2011; Fraternali et al. 2013), the outflows carry rela-
tively dense, metal-rich gas into the halo, which increases the net
cooling rate (Fig. 3 & Fig. 5) as it mixes with a larger mass of
less-dense and lower-metallicity gas. The effect of metal enrich-
ment on the cooling flows will be even clearer if the metal in the
simulations were solely from the stellar feedback, instead of par-
tially from the initial conditions. In fact, we do see a factor of 2
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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Figure 2. Cooling flows in different phases as a function of time: Top row: The baryonic mass variation within 30 kpc (∆Mbaryon). 2nd row: The total hot
gas (> 106 K) mass within 30 kpc (Mhot). 3rd row: The total warm gas (8000−106 K) mass within 30 kpc (Mwarm). 4th row: The total cold gas (< 8000
K) mass within 30 kpc (Mcold). Bottom row: The variation of stellar mass within 30 kpc (∆Mstar). In the ‘Default’ run, the cold and warm gas mass within
30kpc grows rapidly as gas cools, but in the ‘NoFB’ runs, any cooled gas almost immediately forms star, so only stellar mass increases. Both the‘AGB’ and
‘SNeIa’ runs behave roughly similarly to the ‘NoFB’ runs, indicating most of the FB comes from massive stars in these runaway-cooling simulations. Without
metal-line cooling (‘Low Metal’ m14 run), the built-up cold and warm gas are all suppressed by a factor of 1.5-2. Both the ‘All Micro’ and ‘All+CR’ runs are
similar to the ‘Default’ run in lower mass cases, but have a modest difference in the m14 halo, where conduction suppresses cooling flow by a factor of 2, and
CR feedback suppresses SF and allows the build-up of additional cold gas.
lower SFR and core baryonic mass in the run with negligible initial
metallicity (‘Low Metal’ run).
Fig. 7 explicitly compares three variations of m12 that
have initial central (< 10 kpc) gas fractions fgas =
n¯gas/nstar ≈ 0.05, 0.01, 0.004 (mean central densities
n¯/cm−3 = 0.1, 0.03, 0.002). If there is little or no initial gas
inside < 10 kpc, then (as expected) the initial SFR is suppressed
strongly. More interestingly, we also see the SFR from gas with
initial r > 25 kpc is suppressed for ≈ 1 Gyr: this partially demon-
strates how winds from SF in the disk (now absent) enhance cool-
ing/inflow through enriching the halo gas. After ≈ 1 Gyr, however,
cooling runs away and SF is dominated by the newly-cooled gas.
4.1.2 SNe Ia & AGB Winds
Considering just Ia’s or shock-heated AGB winds, we show in
Fig. 5 that the feedback energy injection rate is even lower com-
pared to cooling (by more than an order of magnitude), exacerbat-
ing problem (1) above, and problems (2) and (3) remain. The ex-
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Figure 3. Top row: Specific star formation rate (sSFR) as a function of time. Second row: Star formation rate (SFR) as a function of time, averaged over
100 Myr. Third row: Star formation rates from gas initially at radii larger than 25 kpc (fueled by cooling flow). None of the galaxies are quenched. The
‘NoFB’ runs (similarly also the ‘AGB’ and ‘SNe1a’ runs) have an initial rapid star burst, where the initial core gas cools rapidly and forms stars. After∼ 100
Myr, gas depletion in the core lowers the initial core SF, and then the subsequent SF tracks the cooling flow gas. The other runs (‘Default’, ‘All Micro’,
‘All+CR’) which initially form fewer stars, and preserve larger gas reservoirs as gas cools, but they all eventually have cooling-regulated SFRs resembling the
SFR of the ‘NoFB’ runs. Suppressing metal-line cooling (‘Low Metal’ run) lowers the SFR by a factor of 2. With or without feedback, the saturated SFRs of
the disc-dominant m12 runs (‘Default’ and ‘NoFB’) are very similar to the corresponding bulge-dominant runs (‘Default-Bulge’ and ‘NoFB-Bulge-NoGD’),
indicating that the morphology of the stellar distribution has little effect on star formation.
plosions decelerate rapidly, and mixing the highly metal-rich gas13
promotes cooling.
Some previous studies (see § 2.1.1) appeared to reach different
conclusions. However, these were largely based on simple analytic
energetics arguments, so could not follow the non-linear effects of
(2) and (3) above. Moreover, even for (1), although we find energy
injection rates “per star” from SNe Ia and shocked AGB ejecta sim-
ilar to these previous estimates, we find that clumping in the gas,
mixing of winds, and cooling from larger radii enhances the central
densities (and corresponding cooling rates) beyond the relatively
low values assumed in those papers, rendering the heating insuf-
ficient.14 Even if the initial gas density within 10 kpc is lowered
13 It is important to note that while AGB ejecta are much less metal-rich
than pure Ia ejecta, it is still approximately solar (the mass-weighted mean
stellar metallicity in massive galaxies) or somewhat more enriched in C and
O (the primary coolants), and carries much larger mass, so it is less rapidly
diluted. In fact, for a∼ 10 Gyr old stellar population, the total metal return
rate is higher by a factor of ∼ 4 in AGB winds, compared to Ia SNe.
14 Consider m12: Type Ia SNe and shocked AGB winds input energy at
to 0.002 cm−2 (as shown in Fig. 7) , the stellar feedback (mostly
SNe Ia given the SFR ∼ 0 within 1Gyr) can at most suppress the
SFR for ∼ 1 Gyr, after which the core gas density builds up and
the cooling runs away.
We note that the supernovae implementation deal with the un-
resolved Sedov-Taylor phases following Hopkins et al. (2018a),
which assumes negligible surrounding pressure (Cioffi et al. 1988).
However, if a SN happens in CGM where the surrounding pressure
is potentially high, it has to do extra pdV work as the blast wave ex-
pands, which lowers the coupling momentum. Therefore, assuming
∼ 1.5 × 1041erg s−1 and ∼ 5 × 1040erg s−1, respectively, roughly
consistent with the value quoted in Conroy et al. (2015) for a similar-
mass galaxy. However, in m12, the average effective gas density within
< 10 kpc can be ∼ 1 dex higher than the 0.01 cm−3 assumed in Conroy
et al. (2015). Note that clumping matters here: cooling rates scale ∝ n2,
so the density that matters is n¯ ≡ 〈n2〉1/2, which is a factor of several
higher in our runs than 〈n〉 insideRcool. Even assuming primordial gas (ig-
noring metal-cooling, (3) above), and ignoring whether heating can reach
large radii (2), the analytic scaling from Conroy et al. (2015) then predicts
e˙cool/e˙heat ∼ 40 (fgas/0.01) (n¯/0.1 cm−3) within the galaxy.
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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negligible surrounding pressure only means overestimating the ef-
fect from SNe, but, even so, the effect of SNe is still limited.
4.2 Magnetic fields, Conduction, & Viscosity
It is expected that magnetic fields alone cannot quench or suppress
cooling flows: since they do not (directly) alter cooling, magnetic
pressure would have to “hold up” the cooling gas in the halo, re-
quiring un-physically strong fields (plasma β  1, while β  1
is observed and expected).15 Moreover even in that case, in 3D all
field orientations are Rayleigh-Taylor unstable (see e.g. Stone &
Gardiner 2007). And extensive previous work has shown the fields
have a small effect on galaxy-scale SF (Su et al. 2017, and refer-
ences therein). Viscosity has equally small effect: it is weak and, if
anything, slows and mixes outflows, slightly enhancing cooling.
Because of its strong temperature dependence (diffusivity
∝ T 5/2/ρ), Spitzer-Braginskii conduction is expected to play a
role only in the most massive halos, and we confirm this. The
diffusion time for bulk heat transport across a distance ∼ R is
∼ 0.3 Gyr (R/10 kpc)2 (n/0.01 cm−3) (T/107 K)−5/2 – only
comparable to cooling times (inside the cooling radius Rcool) in
our most massive halo (m14). Moreover in a turbulent medium,
eddies mix with approximate diffusivity ∼ veddy(λeddy)λeddy;
if we assume transsonic, Kolmogorov turbulence then micro-
physical conduction dominates over turbulent only at scales .
15 We confirm that we can, in principle, “quench” if we initialize enor-
mously strong fields, but this requires magnetic field strengths exceeding
self-gravity which simply “explode” the halo gas in a dynamical time.
50 pc (λdriving/10 kpc)
1/4 (T/106 K)3/2 (n/0.01 cm−3)−3/4.
This is only larger than our resolution (and correspond-
ingly, microphysical conduction dominates over both tur-
bulent and numerical conduction with κ ∼ cs ∆x only) if
T & 107 K (mg/104 M)0.2 (n/0.01 cm−3)0.3. So except in
the outer regions of our most massive halo, the dominant heat
transport/mixing is not Braginskii conduction.
In m14, conduction is not negligible, but it only lowers the in-
flow rates and SFR from halo gas by a factor ∼ 2. The effect is
modest because (1) Lower temperatures and higher densities inside
the core make conduction globally less efficient. (2) Once some-
thing (e.g. dense outflows, turbulence) triggers thermal instability,
cool “clouds” radiate efficiently and develop sharp density con-
trasts with the ambient medium so the conduction becomes satu-
rated and can only out-compete cooling in the very smallest clouds
(McKee & Cowie 1977) – in fact, recent work (Bru¨ggen & Scan-
napieco 2016; Armillotta et al. 2017; Hopkins et al., 2018, in prep)
has shown that conduction often actually increases cold cloud life-
times via cloud compression suppressing surface-mixing instabili-
ties, in this limit. (3) Magnetic fields modestly suppress perpendic-
ular transport (quantified in Fig. 8, where in cores the conductivity
is suppressed by a factor ∼ 2, and in outskirts a factor ∼ 3 − 10,
levels (Voit 2011 and Wagh et al. 2014 argue will suppress many
effects of conduction).
Conduction may still be important to un-resolved small-scale
thermal instabilities in hot halos (as noted above), but we note first
that at finite resolution our numerical diffusion dominates (so if
anything we over-estimate true conductivities), and second, most
of the discussion in the literature on this question has focused on
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Figure 5. Energy input, cooling, and feedback, as a function of time in m12 (top row), m13 (2nd row), m14 HR (3rd row), and m14 MR (bottom row) runs.
Left column: Total cooling rate within 30 kpc as a function of time. Middle left column: Energy input rate, including UV background, cosmic ray heating,
dust collisional heating, photo-electric heating, and the energy input from SNe and winds, within 30 kpc. Middle right column: The energy input of core
collapse SNe (thick lines) and type Ia SNe (thin lines) colored by simulation . Right column: The energy input of O-Star winds (thick lines) and AGB winds
(thin lines), colored by simulation. The plotted energy input from SNe assumes 1051erg per event, while winds energy input is calculated assuming the
relative velocity between stars and gas is 300 km s−1 (upper bound). Cooling rates are always higher than heating rates. Core collapse SNe input energy at
∼ 1/3 − 1/4 the cooling rate. Type 1a SNe input 20x lower energy (time-averaged) compared to core-collapse in these runs, and AGB winds produce 2-3x
lower energy injection compared to Ia’s. With suppressed metal-line cooling (”Low Metal”), the cooling rate is lowered by a factor of 2.
the regime where there is some global heat source injecting en-
ergy sufficient to offset cooling losses (where conduction plays the
role of local heat transport into un-resolved clouds). When there
is no heat input from feedback (or the heat input is less than the
cooling rate, as in our default case here), then conduction does not
significantly modify the consequences of the small-scale thermal
instability (cold clouds “absorb” the conducted heat, condense and
rain out efficiently; see Voit & Donahue 2015 ).
4.3 Cosmic Rays from Stars & LSS (not AGN)
CRs from SNe have limited effect here: (1) Direct heating (from
e.g. streaming/hadronic interactions) cannot compete with cooling
– the total CR energy injection rate is ∼ 10% of SNe, so order-
of-magnitude less than cooling rates (Fig. 2, 5). (2) CR pressure is
approximately in equipartition with magnetic energy (Fig. 6), so
does not have a dramatic dynamical effect “holding up” the halo
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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(though it can help accelerate some winds from massive stellar
feedback at the disk). (3) Like other feedback from massive stars,
CRs do help suppress the collapse/SFR from cold gas locally (see
Fig. 3, ‘All+CR’ m14), but this leads to a pile-up of that gas (Fig. 2)
from large-scale cooling, which runs away. (4) It requires some
fine-tuning to make CRs do all their “work” around cooling-flow
radii, rather than diffusing out.16
Although we do not directly model it, CRs from structure for-
16 While not shown here, we have experimented with e.g. variations in
the CR diffusivity. If it is much lower (κcr . 1028 cm2 s−1), CRs are
trapped in the inner regions (< 10 kpc) and suppress SF from cold gas
in the short-term more efficiently. But precisely because of this trapping
and buildup of cold gas the CR energy is then mostly lost to catastrophic
hadronic interactions, so the CRs have weaker long-term effects. For much
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mation will have all these limitations as well. We find, for example,
higher diffusivity (κcr & 1030 cm2 s−1), CRs free-stream completely out
of the halos with negligible interaction with gas.
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that we can “quench” via initializing an enormous CR density, but
only if this is so large it overcomes gravity and blows out most of
the halo gas. But this (a) does not resemble observed halos, and (b)
is not possible from structure formation, since (by definition) only
a fraction of the gravitational energy (in e.g. shocks) goes into CRs.
4.4 Morphological quenching
Although galaxy colors and morphologies are correlated, that does
not mean morphology causes quenching; we find that changing
the stellar morphology of the galaxies here has very weak effects
on their cooling/SF properties. (1) Changing the morphology of
stars has no direct effect on cooling rates, so even if it somehow
quenched SF within the galaxy, cool gas would still pile up. For
m14, this would give > 3× 1011 M of molecular gas by the end
of our simulation (Fig. 2), orders-of-magnitude higher than usu-
ally observed (e.g. Salome´ et al. 2006; Popping et al. 2015) (ref-
erence added). (2) Moreover, if gas is self-shielding (i.e. reaches
surface densities & 10 M pc−2, requiring just ∼ 3 × 109 M of
gas within < 10 kpc, vastly less than that produced by the cooling
flow), then it can cool to T  104K, at which point ToomreQ 1
will always be true in the cold gas for any mass distribution with
a physically-plausible rotational velocity. Indeed, the few known
BCGs with large gas reservoirs > 1010 M, as predicted by our
simulations here, all have observed SFRS ∼ 10 − 100 M yr−1,
like our m14, and obviously not quenched (see O’Dea et al. 2008).
(3) The effect of the stellar morphology on Q is quite weak: some-
how converting the entire MW stellar disk and all DM within
< 10 kpc to a compact bulge or point mass would only increase the
Q at the solar circle by ∼ 50% (see e.g. Romeo & Wiegert 2011).
In fact the stronger, but still weak, effect of changing an initial stel-
lar disk to a bulge in Fig. 3 comes from slightly reducing the impact
of stellar feedback on the inner halo (by making the stars older and
less extended, so they have weaker feedback that reaches less far
into the halo). (4) All our m13 and m14 runs, and of course ob-
served massive galaxies, are completely bulge-dominated, yet still
feature a “cooling flow problem.”
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we used high-resolution, idealized, isolated galaxy
simulations including detailed physical treatments of star forma-
tion, stellar feedback, and ISM/CGM/ICM microphysics (cooling,
magnetic fields, conduction, cosmic rays, etc.) to explore and quan-
tify the quenching and cooling flow problems – in the absence of
AGN feedback – across a range of halo masses from ∼ 1012 −
1014 M. We specifically explored several “non-AGN” quench-
ing or cooling-flow “solution” mechanisms, which have been pre-
viously proposed in the literature (e.g. feedback from old stellar
populations in Type Ia SNe or shocked AGB ejecta, heat trans-
port from the outer halo via conduction, cosmic rays from Ia’s or
structure formation, or “morphological quenching”). None of these
mechanisms resolve the fundamental problem of over-cooling and
excessive star formation in massive galaxies, at any mass scale, that
we simulate. The main effects of these physics are as follow:
• Stellar feedback alters the balance of cold/warm gas and sup-
presses SFRs for a given cold gas mass (i.e. controls the location
of galaxies on the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation). However it has only
weak effects on cooling from the outer halo, and in fact tends to en-
hance cooling in the inner halo, as denser, more metal-rich ejecta
mix and promote cooling in halo gas. This applies to all stellar
feedback mechanisms (Ia’s, AGB ejecta, feedback from young stars
where present).
• Magnetic fields and Braginskii viscosity have minor effects on
the global cooling and inflow rates.
• Conduction is, as expected, only important to bulk cool-
ing/inflow in the most massive halos (> 1014 M). Even there,
the effects are modest, reducing inflow rates by a factor ∼ 2, ow-
ing to a combination of saturation effects, suppression by magnetic
fields, and inefficient conduction in the cores once runaway cooling
begins.
• Cosmic rays from SNe (and shocked stellar winds) alone can,
like other stellar feedback mechanisms, modestly reduce the SFR in
cool gas already in/near the central galaxy, but their bulk energetics
are insufficient to suppress cooling flows. We expect the same for
CRs from structure formation.
• Stellar morphology has essentially no effect on cooling rates
and only weakly alters star formation either in pre-existing gas
disks or in gas disks formed via runaway cooling. Making our
galaxies entirely bulge-dominated does not make them quenched.
Precisely because the effects of the above physics are weak,
our summary of the quenching “maintenance” and/or “cooling
flow” problems is consistent with many previous studies that
treated some of the physics above in a more simplified manner:
• At all halo masses & 1012 M, we find efficient cooling of
halo gas in cores, with cooling luminosities similar to observations
(where available), but excessive cooling/cold gas masses and SFRs
in central galaxies (from∼ 5 M yr−1 in∼ 1012−13 M halos, to
∼ 50 M yr−1 by ∼ 1014 M).
• The excess gas comes, in an immediate sense, from an over-
cooling core where higher densities and metallicities (enhanced by
earlier generations of recycled galactic winds) produce rapid cool-
ing and multi-phase CGM structure. Although the “median” cool-
ing times in this core can be large compared to dynamical times
(tcool/tdyn ∼ 100), the fastest-cooling (denser, more metal-rich)
material reaches tcool/tdyn  10−30 – this is what rapidly forms
stars.
• The core providing immediate fuel for SF can have a relatively
small extent. 30 kpc, but gas within this radius at later times orig-
inates from larger radii (up to ∼ 100 kpc) and migrates slowly in-
wards before “runaway,” so it may be possible to “starve” the cool-
ing flow on longer timescales by suppressing just cooling/inflow
from ∼ 30− 100 kpc.
• It is possible, in principle, to temporarily quench galaxies
in this mass range if one can remove all their dense gas within
. 10 kpc. This will suppress star formation for ≈ 1 Gyr (surpris-
ingly independent of halo mass), before runaway cooling from the
extended halo restores the excessive SFRs.
Our simulations have several limitations upon which future
work could improve. We wished to construct idealized, controlled
experiments so did not evolve fully-cosmological simulations – we
do not expect this to alter the fundamental conclusions above, but
it could introduce additional important effects (e.g. stirring turbu-
lence in halos via structure formation). We of course have finite
resolution, so micro-physical phase structure in the CGM remains
un-resolved and could alter the effective large-scale cooling rates.
Our treatment of some physics (SNe, cosmic rays) is necessarily
approximate (“sub-grid”) but it would require truly dramatic qual-
itative changes to our assumptions reverse our conclusions. Due
to computational expense we could only run ∼ 20 high-resolution
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)
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simulations, which means we could not explore the potential diver-
sity of properties of different halos at the same mass.
Most obviously, we neglect AGN feedback, in various forms
(jets, bubbles, winds, radiation, etc.). This work furthers the argu-
ment that something – perhaps AGN – beyond the “known” physics
we include here, must be at work. We emphasize that many or all
of the physics explored here (e.g. magnetic fields, cosmic rays, etc)
may indeed play a critical role in AGN feedback, even if they do
not dramatically alter cooling flows absent an AGN. In future work,
we will explore generic classes of AGN feedback models proposed
in the literature, in simulations incorporating the additional physics
here which must (in reality) be present as well, in order to bet-
ter understand the non-linear interactions of different feedback and
ISM/CGM/ICM physics.
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Table A1. Mass resolutions used in our studies for the default m14 Run
Resolution mg mh md mb
HR-HRS 8e3-2e6 4e7 8e3 8e3
HR 8e3-2e6 4e7 2.5e6 2.5e6
MR-MRS 3e4-2e6 4e7 3e4 3e4
MR 3e4-2e6 4e7 2.5e6 2.5e6
LR 2e6 4e7 1e7 1e7
(1) Resolution name. LR: Low resolution. MR: Medium resolution. HR:
High resolution. MRS(HRS):Medium (High) resolution initial stellar
particles. (2) mg : Gas particle mass. (3) mh: Dark matter halo particle
mass. (4) md: Pre-existing stellar disc particle mass. (5) mb: Pre-existing
bulge particle mass. Note: All runs use the m14 halo with ‘Default’ FIRE
physics.
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Figure A1. The comparison of (a) core (< 30kpc) baryonic mass, (b) hot
gas (> 106K) mass, (c) warm gas (8000 − 106K) mass, (d) cold gas
(< 8000K) mass, and (e) stellar mass, for ‘Default’ m14 runs at differ-
ent resolutions. ‘MR’ and ‘HR’ runs behave very similarly. ‘LR’ run, on the
other hand has more gas accumulated in the warm phase.
APPENDIX A: RESOLUTION STUDY
Extensive resolution studies of the FIRE-2 feedback and physics
models used in this paper are presented in Hopkins et al. (2018b).
However since these did not address all of the specific questions
in this paper, we performed a series resolution studies using our
“Default” m14 halo, varying the mass resolution by a factor∼ 300
(Table A1). The “HR” (“MR”) run in Table A1 matches the m14-
HR (m14-MR) resolution in the text.
Fig. A1 shows the evolution of the total core (r < 30 kpc)
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Figure A2. Comparison of total SFR, and SFR from gas initially outside
25kpc, for ‘Default’ m14 runs with different resolutions. Runs at different
resolutions have very similar SFRs.
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Figure A3. Cooling time, and cooling time over dynamical time, as a func-
tion of radius for gas hotter than 105K. ‘MR’ and ‘HR’ runs have very sim-
ilar cooling properties. ‘LR’ run, has slightly shorter cooling time at small
radius.
baryonic, hot gas (> 106K), warm gas (8000−106K), cold gas (<
8000K), and stellar masses at different resolutions. Fig. A2 shows
the comparison of total SFR, and SFR from gas initially outside
25kpc. Fig. A3 shows the comparison of cooling time and cooling
time over dynamical time for gas within 30 kpc. Fig. A4 shows
the evolution of cooling and energy input rates within 30 kpc, and
the total X-ray luminosity of the whole halo. In these calculated
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Figure A4. The upper row plots the cooling and energy input rates within
30 kpc, as a function of time. The bottom row shows the X-ray luminosity
in the 0.5 − 7 kev band. Runs with different resolutions have very similar
cooling and energy input rates.
properties, runs with resolution equal to or higher than that of our
‘MR’ run do not differ significantly. The ‘LR’ run on the other
hand, exhibits more gas buildup in the warm phase at small radius,
which leads to the shorter cooling time there. This, and the more
detailed resolution studies referenced above, suggest the results are
here are robust to resolution, at least over the dynamical range, that
we explore here.
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